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“It is my plan to build a school of music second to none.”

—William Grant Egbert (1867-1928) Founder, Ithaca Conservatory of Music
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ITHACA
WINTER CHORAL CONCERT

ITHACA COLLEGE CHORUS
Janet Galván, conductor
James Miller, graduate assistant conductor
Erik Kibelsbeck, organist

What Sweeter Music
John Rutter

Christmas Cantata
Daniel Pinkham

I
II

Small Group
Kelly Bochynsik, Roger Grant, Jennifer Hahn
Hayley Jeffords, Stephanie Lauricella, Jilliann Law

III

Pinnacle Brass
Cassandra Large and Jesse King, trumpets
Tyler Ogilve, French horn
Matt Haines, trombone
Christian Carichner, tuba

Water Night
Eric Whitacre
James Miller, conductor

Here's a Pretty Little Baby
arr. André Thomas

Soloists
Stephanie Lauricella, Jillian Law, Dan Lawler, vocalists
Allen Perriella, keyboard
Annina Collier, steel drum
Ian Craft, Nick Galante, percussion
Brian Krauss, string bass

ITHACA COLLEGE MADRIGAL SINGERS
Lawrence Doebler, conductor

Coventry Carol
arr. Martin Shaw
The Three Kings
Peter Cornelius; arr. Ivor Atkins
Wassail Song
arr. R. Vaughan Williams
What Cheer
William Walton
ITHACA COLLEGE WOMEN'S CHORALE
Janet Galván, conductor
Cayenna Ponchione, graduate assistant conductor

Angels are everywhere
from Angels are everywhere
Alleluia
from Place of the Blest

(The first two pieces are a set, please hold your applause)

The Snow
Daniel Demetriou, Daniel Sender, violins
Cayenna Ponchione, conductor

Edward Elgar

ITHACA COLLEGE CHOIR
Lawrence Doebler, conductor
Anna Sagdeeva, graduate conductor

The Soul’s Expression
Premiered November 16, 2002
Anthony Iannaccone

Evening
Sergei Taneyev

Gloria
from Messe
Frank Martin

ITHACA COLLEGE CHORAL UNION
Lawrence Doebler, conductor
Erik Kibelsbeck, organist
Annina Colleir, tympanist

Sanctus – Hosanna
from Requiem
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Silent Night
Franz Gruber

Soloist*

Ford Hall
Sunday, December 8, 2002
3:00 p.m.
The Soul's Expression

With stammering lips and insufficient sound
I strive and struggle to deliver right
That music of my nature, day and night
With dream and thought and feeling interwound,
And inly answering all the senses round
With octaves of a mystic depth and height
Which step out grandly to the infinite
From the dark edges of the sensual ground!
This song of soul I struggle to outbear
Through portals of the sense, sublime and whole,
And utter all myself into the air.
But if I did it, - as the thunder-roll
Breaks its own cloud, my flesh would perish there,
Before that dread apocalypse of soul.

Evening

The flame of the fast-fading sunset
Has scattered its sparks 'cross the sky.
The radiant sea is transparent;
The dissonant clanging of cart bells
Along the seaside highway falls silent.
The ringing songs of the muleteers
Lose their way in the thick forest.
In the limpid fog a noisy seagull
Fluttered and disappeared.
The white sea-foam rocks to and fro
By the grey rocky shore,
Like a sleeping child in a cradle.
Like pearls, he fresh drops of dew
Hang on the leaves of the chestnut tree;
And in every droplet there shimmers
The flame of the fast-fading sunset.

Poem by Ya. Polonsky
(translated by Vladimir Morosan)
Christmas Cantata

I
Whom did you see? Shepherds, tell us! Proclaim to us: who has appeared on the earth? We saw the new-born child and choirs of angels praising the Lord. Tell us, what have you seen? Announce the birth of Christ. Alleluia

II
O great mystery and wondrous sacrament, that animals should see the new-born Lord lying in the manger, Blessed is the Virgin whose womb was worthy to bear the Lord Jesus Christ

III
Glory to God in the highest and peace on earth, good will toward all people. Rejoice in God all the earth. Serve the Lord with gladness Come before His presence with singing, joy, and exultation. Now know ye: know that the Lord He is God strong and mighty. He created us and not we ourselves.

Water Night

The poetry of Octavio Paz is a composer’s dream. The music seems to set itself and the process feels more like cleaning the oils from an ancient canvas to reveal the hidden music than composing. Water Night was no exception, and the tight harmonies and patient unfolding seemed to pour from the poetry from the first reading, singing its magic even after the English translation. Water Night is simply the natural musical expression of this beautiful poem.

Eric Whitacre

Angels Are Everywhere and Alleluia

Treble voices are often described as “angelic.” Playing with this idea, the Women’s Chorale puts together a description of angels being everywhere with an angelic setting of “Alleluia.”
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Laura Packer
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Michaela Straub
Lauren Teucke
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Alto I
Leanna Ballester
Lauren Dalrymple
Liz Fox
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Sivan Grunfeld
Alex Hanessian
Kellee Koenig
Lindsey Kolbe
Carolyn Kost
Deborah Krekeler
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Erin Maloney
Kara McGraw
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Sarah Paradis
Rebecca Paterson
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Alto II
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Abbey Clark
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Scott Miller
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Tenor II
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Bass II
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